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‘Conducting performance-based Instructional Analysis’ is a concise handbook for learning 

and development professionals that enables the implementation of Wallace’s business forged, tried, 

and tested methods of integrating analysis throughout the process of modular curriculum 

development (MCD). The text is rich with content while remaining practical and applied; Wallace 

generously shares the steps taken in structured phases to guide you from project planning through 

to the revisions and release of instructional content. The processes of MCD are positioned in 

Wallace’s overarching ‘performance-based accelerated customer/stakeholder-driven training and 

development’ (PACT) methodology. Those familiar with Wallace’s work, will find that this text 

seamlessly fits into the EPPIC collection of literature and resources. Additionally, for those new to 

the field, the text is not dependent on any specific previous texts, and it provides an excellent 

introduction to Wallace’s approach, including everything you need to get started.  

The scope of the text focuses on instructional analysis during the development of either job 

aids or training within business settings. It introduces and elaborates on methods of practice in 

relation to Wallace’s models of the relationships between instruction, knowledge and skills, and 

performance. Wallace is explicit and candid throughout the text and makes his position on the role 

of corporate learning and development clear: he is not a champion of learning as an end in itself, 

rather a champion of the business as a whole. Wallace demonstrates how his methods of 

instructional design can be efficiently applied to leverage learning for performance outcomes by 

anchoring analysis, design and development processes directly to real on-the-job practices and by 

targeting specific skills and knowledge gaps for tasks rather than hopefully relying on popular topics 

or abstracted, idealised learning outcomes. 

Wallace deploys a systematic and inclusive approach of gated phases where ‘master 

performers’, of the relevant roles, along with other subject matter experts are consulted and 

engaged to codevelop authentic solutions that ensures that the outcomes retain an integral 

credibility and inherent connection to the tasks at hand. With that in mind, at each gateway Wallace 

critically reviews the necessity to progress. If it does not make business sense, the emerging issues 

are systemic, environmental or simply better left to informal learning in the workplace and the cost 

of the instructional design processes and operation will ultimately deliver a negative or zero return 

on investment, then it is simply not worth it. By taking this critical approach, Wallace not only allows 

an organisation to root out redundant traditions and biases relating to training but also 

demonstrates a distinct respect for the workforce itself, their time, and stakeholder investments. 

Wallace draws on an intellectual legacy from instructional designers and performance 

management innovators. He has cultivated, combined, and grown these seeds over an extensive 

career spanning from 1979 and draws on a contemporary understanding of evidence-informed 

learning practices in the context of current communication and business platforms. By doing this, 

Wallace yields an almost timelessly, finely tuned, and consistent explanatory model. Despite the 

comprehensive content, I found the text to be a very easy read due to its structure and tone. 

Wallace’s distinctive voice and style can be heard in every sentence; each chapter offers a brief key 

of any acronyms and concepts referred to; processes are clearly ordered and explained; and 

implementation is elaborated on with relevant examples and interesting anecdotes or experiences 

from the field as Wallace coaches you through the book. 
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As someone who is relatively early in their career and new to the communities of practice 

within the field of learning and development, I have found this text to be extremely useful. The 

content is immediately applicable to my work where I provide specialist services in the health sector 

and I also find the text of value to my studies and research as a doctoral student. Many of the 

processes apply on principles of project management, interviewing or analytics that are transferable 

to research planning and design; I particularly enjoyed unpacking Wallace’s facilitated group process 

that contained many practices and approaches that I have immediately adopted. I read this book 

cover-to-cover; Wallace does not waste words -even the appendices are filled with tools and 

resources to aid application. This is a book to be carried in the field and used like how an explorer 

may check a mentor’s journal to navigate uncertain terrain. I can see myself using sections for direct 

guidance or re-reading the entire text for inspiration. 
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